The future of protection

The ‘Protega’ is a unique desktop paper machine
producing high volume
‘on demand’ protective paper packaging
The footprint of the slim line Protega
machine is not much larger than an
office printer, and fits easily into even the
smallest despatch areas. Alternatively
it can be placed on a height adjustable
stand and integrated into a packing line.
One unique feature of the paper rolls
used to generate the Protega paper are
that they are pre-folded. This means that
they are easier to handle than traditional
wide paper rolls, and this has enabled
the machine to be produced to a very
small footprint of only 635mm x 360mm
and at a weight of only 50kg.

Configurable control
The Protega has a number pre-set programmes
and can either be hand or foot operated. The
machine can be set to produce a specified
number of paper pads of any length, or they can
be produced on demand at the press of the foot
pedal.
Alternatively the machine programme can
be configured to match your exact your
requirements.

Easy to load
The narrow width Protega paper makes it
easy for operators to handle and load onto
the machine. Once the layers of paper are
separated by the operator and placed over
the rollers, the paper is simply pulled through
to the start position with the aid of a jog
switch.

Robust & reliable cushioning
With it’s unique structured strength the Protega
paper pad is one of the strongest forms of protective
packaging in the market, and many users have
chosen it because the paper does not ‘settle’ in transit
and leave vulnerable gaps around their products.
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To discuss how the Protega Protect can improve your productivity call
Protega Glogal on: 01722 427 842 or email: sales@protega-global.com
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